4. S is a maximal chain (antichain) iff, for any a e Q -S, Su{a! is not a chain (antichain). Theorem. Let {q ., ' ' ' , q ! be a maximal antichain of Q. Assume that (i) for each qeQ and j < n 3 q R q., \M(q .)\ <\M(q)\, and (Ü) |M(Q)| <|U"=1Ma.)| + l.
Then {a • • • , q \ is a maximum antichain.
Proof. Let \p ,,''', p ! be an antichain of Q. We show that n > m. There exists an i <k 3 q.Rpk^v Then 1 < \M(q.)\ < \M(pk+)\ < 1. We also have a¿R^»¿. Since there is only one maximal chain through a., p.Rp => <= contradiction. Hence \Q ., • • • , Q ! has an SDR and so n > m. shows that any two points at level / have the same number of maximal chains passing through them. Also, note that every maximal chain of Q passes through some point of level I. Therefore, the number of maximal chains passing through a given point at level / is M/p., where M is the total number of maximal chains of Q and p, is the number of points of Q at level /. If we therefore let \q,, • • • , q ! be the collection of points of Q at the most populous level, this set will be a maximal antichain of Q satisfying conditions (i) and (ii).
